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Abstract

Methane gas production from unconventional resources has gained increased prominence worldwide. In South Africa, prospective regions for Coalbed Methane (CBM) exploration are Ellisras (Lephalale) Basin, Springbok Flats Basin and the Amersfoort Coalfield in Ermelo. This research focuses on examining the petroleum system, water system and in developing a conceptual hydrogeological model to demonstrate the interdependency of Coalbed Methane and produced groundwater in Lephalale. The hydrochemical analysis approach was used to assess the water quality by detailed assessment of major constituents, total dissolved solids, dissolved gases and trace elements in produced ground water. Historical data was used in order to understand the factors controlling the gas incline and water decline production curves. Results and data from this research have contributed to a greater understanding of interrelationship between Coalbed Methane production rates and groundwater. Comparing these results with global trends in Coalbed Methane development indicates that the identified study area has great potential for Coalbed Methane. Economical production of Coalbed Methane in other coal bearing Karoo basins requires an integrated study of the factors controlling accumulation of the gas, a detailed assessment of salinization levels and an understanding of technological and environmental difficulties encountered during gas production.
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Introduction

The global energy demands make the exploration for coal bed methane (CBM) plays in frontier areas attractive. The recent energy shortfall in South Africa provides a new impetus for the development of an expandedcoalbed gas industry. Commercial development and production of methane from coal is well-known in many countries around the world such as USA, Canada, Australia, China and India, by comparison, the development of this type of unconventional natural gas in South Africa is still immature. However, exploration for coal and more recently coalbed methane in the Lephalale basin and further in the north eastern limits of the Main Karoo basins (Fig. 1) has increased our knowledge and understanding of coal as a source and reservoir for methane. The development of unconventional natural gas resources is faced with environmental, socio-economic and many uncertainties that surround the interdependencies between energy development and water resource protection. The quality and availability of groundwater resources can be vulnerable to impacts from energy development, particularly in conjunction with water scarcity concerns.

Groundwater must be abstracted to lower the reservoir pressure and initiate methane desorption. This raises many water-related concerns including lowering of the groundwater potentiometric surface; groundwater contamination incidents and high salt concentrations in CBM co-produced water. Understanding the water-energy nexus is critical to our country’s development. We focus on the Lephalale Basin which is a water-resource area but endangered by large-scale energy and mining projects. The purpose of this study is to understand the factors controlling the reservoir characteristics and how it relates to the behavior of the gas inflow–water decline model.

Geological background

The Lephalale Basin is a half-graben structure that is associated with the Main Karoo deposits aged between Late Cretaceous to Eocene (200-130 Ma). The aeromagnetic survey data (magnetics and radiometrics) acquired by Geotech Research Association suggests a half-graben structure with complex, post-depositional faulting, and a maximum depth of ~1,500 m, almost twice as deep as previously believed (Fourie et al., 2009). The coals that are of main interest are found in the Swartstroom and Grootegeluk Formations of the Ecca Group (equivalents to the Vryheid and Volksrust Formations, respectively). The coal seams were deposited between 260-190 million years ago in an east-west oriented graben. The deposits consist of a succession of clastic rocks, which include mudstones, siltstones, and sandstones, with depositories at the base and these are capped by basaltic lavas as indicated by cross section on figure 3 (Hager et Tlotleng, 2012). The Lephalale Basin is believed to host South Africa’s most important future coalfield (e.g. Fourie et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the Grootegeluk coal mine, Matimba and recently Medupi coal power station are the only current developments in the Lephalale Basin. The basin is currently being explored by Anglo Operations for CBM.

Methodology

The research gives a platform for developing an understanding of the geology, CBM production and groundwater occurrence by reviewing both existing and recent literature publications, especially in countries that already have a success in producing CBM. Hence an investigative approach was ideal for this study. Field visits are planned followed by a laboratory analysis. The main sampling procedure involves obtaining water samples from existing monitoring bores to enable quality of surface water. The period for sample collection is between May and August as the area receives less rain during this time. These samples will be used in evaluation of hydro-chemical composition of the water, which will give a broader view of physical and chemical quality changes in general for the area under investigation. Aravena et al (2003) applied the same method using open exploratory test-holes, seeps and monitoring piezometers.

The results of the anion and cation analysis will be organized and detailed in an excel spreadsheet for further determining which of the wells will be suitable for development of CBM as well as recognizing any dominant pattern or chemical character. Field parameters (Temperature, Electrical conductivity, pH, TDS) will be recorded using a portable Field Water Quality Checkers.

The results will be plotted on Piper diagram to determine and compare the signatures observed to that of the already producing basins. Historical data will be used to understand the factors controlling the gas inflow and water decline production curves in the Lephalale. A forecast model will be used to illustrate possible production pattern.

Future work

The research is currently ongoing. Field visits are scheduled, during which water sampling will be carried out, and samples sent to laboratory for further analysis. Interpretation of results from the laboratory is one of the primary objectives as its relevant in deriving specific trends of the tested water. From these results we are able to delineate major causes, concentration levels in each borehole. The results will be plotted on Piper diagram to determine and compare the signatures observed to that of the already producing basins.
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